Platform Overview
TruSTAR is a cyber intelligence management solution that helps enterprises
easily enrich and operationalize their data.
The highest-fidelity intelligence is what’s already within the four walls of your organization. TruSTAR breaks down silos
across disparate tools and teams to surface the most relevant data, helping teams speed investigation and response
times. TruSTAR’s cloud-based Enclave architecture gives security and fraud analysts a centralized platform to manage and
enrich every stage of the investigative workflow.

ENTERPRISES CAN:
Leverage internal data across tickets,
alerts, and cases to speed detection
and investigative response times,
revealing new enrichment potential.

External
Resources

Operationalize external data sources
with leading SIEM, Case Management,
and Orchestration integrations for
seamless workflow. Full partner list.

Facilitate intelligence exchange and
collaboration with peers, partners,
ISACs/ISAOs, and supply chain
partners all in one platform.

Internal
Sources

PRIMARY USE CASES:
• Intelligence Fusion
• Orchestration & Automation

INGEST

• Incident Response

EXTRACT

• Phishing & Ransomware Triage

NORMALIZE

• Fraud & Risk Management

ENRICH
INVESTIGATE

KEY FEATURES:
1

Advanced Search

2

Refine search queries with custom
tagging and filtering to quickly drilldown on indicators and reports for
fast, effective investigation.

4

Whitelisting & Redaction

TruSTAR uses ML to power its
auto-redaction and whitelisting
features, helping analyst teams cut
down on false positives, enabling
faster triage.

Data Ingest & Normalization
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Automatically ingest, extract, and
normalize structured and unstructured
data, helping analysts fuse and
correlate every data source possible.
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Workflow Interoperability
SDKs and REST APIs enable
integrations with SIEMs,
orchestration, ticketing,and case
management tools, creating a
seamless workflow.

Secure Access Control
Granular user permissions facilitate
intelligence exchange while
protecting privacy and honoring
compliance requirements.

6

Graph Visualization

TruSTAR visualizations convey the
relationships between indicators
and reports, aiding with linkanalysis and giving context to
enrichment.

USE CASES

Intelligence Fusion

Fraud & Risk Management

Incident Response

Security teams are converging into
Next-Gen SOCs and Fusion Centers,
adding layers of complexity to daily
operations. TruSTAR’s holistic approach
to cyber intelligence management helps
organizations fuse multiple data sources
together for maximum enrichment
potential. Enclaves help teams manage
their workflows by use case, allowing
analysts to stitch together multiple
security tools and data streams with ease.

More often than not, bad actors use the
same packaged and stolen identities
to spin up fraudulent accounts as they
do to wage cyber attacks. With TruSTAR,
security operations teams can work
closely with fraud and abuse teams to
share IOCs related to fraud and blacklist
them, translating into a measurable
increase of account shutdowns, tying
directly to revenue saved and annual risk
avoidance.

During incident response, every second
counts. SIRTs and operations teams can
sometimes operate with differing sets
of assumptions during triage, resulting
in duplication of work and revalidation
of results. TruSTAR infuses case
management data into investigations via
integrations like ServiceNow, empowering
analysts with valuable historical data they
can use to enrich and validate events with
confidence, speeding escalation.

Phishing & Ransomware Triage

Orchestration & Automation

Email continues to be the #1 attack vector for phishing and
ransomware campaigns. This wreaks havoc on SOC team
productivity, where analysts must individually review each and
every email flagged by employees and email security tools. With
TruSTAR, security teams can create a designated phishing Enclave
to vet potentially malicious emails and correlate phishing IOCs
across historical data logged in case management and SIEM
tools, cutting down on duplicative work and quickly surfacing
known-bad offenders.

Security operations teams and intelligence analysts are beginning
to use more automation, requiring more consistency and process
for incident response. TruSTAR integrates with leading orchestration
vendors like Phantom and Demisto to enhance playbooks and fuse
these new automated data streams with other data sources and
manual workflows. With TruSTAR Enclaves, organizations can keep
orchestration workflows intact, while still allowing that intelligence to
be correlated distributed throughout wider security operations.

The future of cyber intelligence starts from within.
TRUSTED BY:

Ready to learn more?
VISIT TRUSTAR.CO AND REQUEST A DEMO

hello@trustar.co
@trustartech

